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Poco Ima Doc
We lost POCO IMA DOC in December
of 2009. Poco has left his stamp on our program
with the large number of daughters we have retained over the years. I rode “Poco” on the ranch
gathering and sorting cattle. He was so easy-going and rode like a gelding. When he was not
with the mares Poco ran and wintered out with
ranch geldings.
AQHA and NCHA champions fill his pedigree. His colts have just come into their own and
they are outstanding rope and cow horses. Poco’s
colts have good bone, withers and that trainable
mind. He stamps his colts with a perfect head,
clean neck and sloping shoulder. All of his colts
we ridden on the ranch over the years have been
everything we could want - fast learners, kind dispositions, with the willingness to work and get
the job done. Their calm dispositions and cow
sense have made them a pleasure to ride.
Poco’s daughters are without a doubt some of
our best broodmares. Three different times Poco
daughters have produced our high selling weanling and it was a Poco daughter that is the mother
of Weavers Poco Heaven who was 7th in the nation in the NRCHA Limited Open Futurity for
all three-year-olds in 2003. A Poco daughter was
also the mother to Weaver Smart Poco the 2004
IBHA World Champion Open Cutting. These
daughters are good mothers and excellent milk- April 6, 1988
ers who pass along those Poco Ima Doc traits.
In 2007 and 2008 Poco Ima Doc was awarded
Poco Bueno 2
MQHA Broodmare Sire of the Year. This is a
prestigious award and can only be won by a stalX
lion that has at least five daughters in produc- A
tion and some of the grandget have to have performed. Poco will be greatly missed, and forever Doc Tilly
admired as a cornerstone to the Weaver Ranch.
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